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Armagnac heads east
Armagnac, while small, may play on its neighbour’s fame to gain acceptance. Humphrey Serjeantson reports 

While not exactly on the mass-market

tourist trail, Gascony in south-west France is

well known in culinary circles as the source of

much of France’s foie gras and other delicacies

which have made their way onto restaurant

tables all around the world. Armagnac, the

region’s local brandy, however, has long played

second fiddle to Cognac, produced 200km to

the north as the crow flies; but demand for

Cognac recently outstripping supply combined

with a modernising zest among producers is

helping to take Armagnac to many new

markets around the world.

Armagnac is produced in an area

approximately 100km by 75km roughly mid-way

between Bordeaux and Toulouse. Ten grape

types are allowed to be used, but the majority

of Armagnac is made from four grapes: ugni

blanc, baco, folle blanche and colombard. The

spirit is produced by distilling wine in one of two

ways – single continuous distillation in a

traditional alambic armagnacais, or (less

commonly) double distillation in the manner of

Cognac. Generally production is on a small

scale; there is only limited involvement on the

part of multinationals, and the market is split

between a wide range of brands with none

having more than 8% market share.

Exploiting familiarity

More than 50 times as much Cognac was sold

in 2011 as Armagnac (12.2m nine-litre cases

vs 231,000 cases), and Armagnac producers

are happy to exploit consumers’ familiarity

with Cognac to boost the profile of the smaller

cousin. “We should play on our similarities

before we talk about the differences,” says

Olivier Dusautoir, recently appointed

commercial director of Janneau. 

It is not just thanks to greater familiarity

that Cognac sells more. “We don’t have

Cognac’s marketing budget,” points out

Dartigalangue sales director Benoît Hillion. 

History is another major point in Cognac’s

favour, according to Armin Grassa of Château

du Tariquet: “We are older [than Cognac], but

our evolution was different. They are open to

the sea so exports were easy.” 

Often, commercial imperatives were not at

the forefront of producers’ minds. “Everyone

produced it. They sold a little when the harvest

was bad. Not a proactive way of selling it.

Armagnac was like a bank,” adds Grassa.

Dusautoir puts it even more succinctly: “The

difference between Cognac and Armagnac is

250 years of marketing.”

Mainly consumed as a digestif, in volume

terms Armagnac is one of the smallest

categories in the world of spirits. Global sales
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in 2011 were just over 230,000 cases which

makes it just over half the size of the calvados

or mezcal markets. The IWSR’s figures show

total sales falling from 339,000 cases in 2002, a

drop of 32% in 10 years. Recent shipment

figures from the Bureau National

Interprofessionnel de l’Armagnac (BNIA) tell a

slightly different story, with total shipments

increasing from 16,275 hectolitres per annum

(hlpa) in 2002 to 17,100hlpa in 2011 (BNIA

shipment figures include bulk Armagnac as well

as bottled).

The majority of Armagnac is sold in the

domestic French market; France’s share has

never dropped below 50% since 1985,

according to the IWSR’s data. However, the

French market is challenging – France’s share

declined steadily from 68.6% in 1999 to 55.4%

in 2011. “Overall, Armagnac is going down [in

France]”, says Aurélie Ville of Château de

Pellehaut. “Spirits in general are not doing well,”

she continues, and digestifs are suffering in

particular. “It’s hard to change attitudes and get

people to drink it as an aperitif or in cocktails.” 

Armagnac generally appeals to older,

predominantly male drinkers, and is often given

as a gift either for birthdays or at Christmas:

around 40% of Château de Pellehaut sales in

the French market are at Christmas.

Jacques-François Ryst of Ryst-Dupeyron

agrees that France is not the healthiest market,

but he notes that while volumes are relatively

low, the value of his sales in France is high,

partly because the company sells a wide range

of vintage Armagnac in addition to classic

blends. Other producers say they have seen

growth in the local market in recent years. Marc

Darroze, of Armagnac Darroze, says sales grew

by 15% over the year to July 2012 and puts this

down in part to the fact that the brand has a

strong image and is present in many restaurants

and specialist retailers. 

Grassa says Tariquet has also seen growth in

the last two years in France.

Important UK market

The UK has long been a critical market for

Armagnac, and it was the leading export market

in eight of the 10 years from 2001 to 2010.

Sales in the UK have remained stable at around

30,000 cases, with a slight decline from 2008

onwards. The leading brand by some margin is

Janneau, which has a range of vintage

Armagnacs but mainly sells blends, particularly

in the UK market where its VS sold around

5,500 cases in 2011. Janneau was bought by

Italian spirits company Giovinetti Partners in

1993 and, following the purchase, according to

Dusautoir, “the first focus was to concentrate on

fewer markets” to improve the brand’s image

and profitability – hence its strong presence in

the UK, Russia and duty free in particular. One

of Janneau’s main areas of focus at present is to

rebuild its strength in Asian markets, particularly

in China. It is not alone.

Following Cognac to China

The story of Cognac’s rapid growth in China is

well-known – rising from 450,000 cases in 2002

to 2.3m in 2011, an increase of 412% and a

compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of a

staggering 19.9% over the past 10 years. But

as Thomas Guasch, of Bordeneuve Châteaux &

Collections, points out, “Cognac now works on

allocation and the prices have gone right up.

The lack of Cognac means people have been

looking for alternatives. Professionals in China

now know Armagnac.” 

Figures from the BNIA support this view:

they show that shipments to China rose by

728% in 2011, albeit from a very small base,

taking them from 3,100 cases in 2010 to

26,000 cases in 2011, which took China from

11th to first place in the export rankings.

All volumes in hectolitres of pure alcohol Source: BNIA

Armagnac: top 10 export markets – shipments

China 125 10 935 1

UK 687 1 600 2

Russia 629 2 539 3

Hong Kong 291 7 505 4

Italy 429 4 455 5

Germany 524 3 420 6

Spain 395 5 361 7

USA 314 6 354 8

Belgium 200 8 224 9

Netherlands 146 9 114 10

Others 1,790 2,274

Total 5,530 6,781

Country HLPA Rank HLPA Rank
2010 2011
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Armagnac cont’d
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Shipments to Hong Kong rose from

5,100 to 14,000 cases in the same

period, a 172% increase, which

took Hong Kong from seventh to

fourth place. 

Vinexpo Asia-Pacific, held in

Hong Kong in May 2012, was a

golden opportunity for Armagnac

producers to increase awareness of

the category in the region. Guasch

noted “a real desire, a real

curiosity” about Armagnac among

visitors and several producers have

reported an increase in orders from

China as a result. Certain

producers are creating packaging

specifically for the Chinese market,

making more use of red and gold

which traditionally appeal to Chinese

consumers. Others are promoting the traditional

bottle shape, which appeals to Chinese

consumers more than the more modern shapes.

Pernod Ricard, whose Marquis de Montesquiou

brand has been available on the market for 50

years, is unquestionably leading the charge in

China as far as volumes are concerned.

Vintage availability

Another point in Armagnac’s favour with

Chinese consumers is the availability of

vintages; this is seen as one of the most

effective ways of entering the market. The

current year in the Chinese calendar is a dragon

year, and Janneau recently presented a cask of

each of three previous dragon years (1964,

1976 and 1988) to the Chinese market at

Vinexpo in Hong Kong. Similarly, the next year

is a snake year and Pellehaut is looking to

market its vintages from previous snake years.

The widespread optimism about China is,

however, tempered by realism. For one thing

the value per bottle of exports is likely to

decline as consumers move from vintages to

blends. “The money is there, the consumer is

becoming more knowledgeable,” says Grassa of

Tariquet. “It was the same in Japan – first you

buy expensive product, you see it, you like it,

[then] you are prepared to spend less.” 

There are also stories of orders coming from

China, shipments being made and no payment

being received; some producers will not let

product leave their warehouse until they have

been paid. In addition to this, producers are

keen not to put all their eggs in one basket for

fear of possible geopolitical risks: were relations

between France and China to suffer for any

reason, then sales could dry up quickly. 

And although the domestic market may not

be booming, producers are being careful to

ensure that they have enough Armagnac to

keep their loyal, long-standing customers

satisfied. “You have to look at China differently,”

says Grassa. “A small order for them is a big

order for us. We don’t want to say ‘We won’t

sell Armagnac to the UK any more, we want to

sell it to the Chinese – for two reasons: we

don’t want to destroy our stocks and we want

to develop in a good way.” 

“We limit sales to China,” agrees Hillion of

Dartigalangue, “so as not to alienate existing

customers.”

New occasions, new markets

In part to broaden the consumer base,

producers and the BNIA are promoting other

ways and occasions of drinking Armagnac

besides the traditional after-dinner occasion,

which is under threat in France as in so many

other markets as consumers become more

health-conscious and aware of the risks of

drink-driving. There are several parts to this:

one is increasing consumer awareness of

single-vintage/single-vineyard Armagnac,

which is often packaged along similar lines to

single malt Scotch; another is the idea of

serving Armagnac as an aperitif, perhaps

alongside some foie gras; yet another is using

it in cocktails.

There are other changes afoot in the world of

Armagnac. “To my mind, the way Armagnac

was produced 50 years ago has no relation to

what we do now,” says Denis Lesgorgues of

Château de Laubade. While producers used to

effectively make eau-de-vie, barrel it and leave

it to age, nowadays they are much more careful

to ensure the different ingredients blend

smoothly by aerating the Armagnac every few

years. Technological innovation at Pellehaut, for

instance, has meant an increase in efficiency. It

means not only that Pellehaut was able

to harvest at exactly the right moment,

but also “staff worked less overnight,

which reduced fatigue and errors”,

according to Aurélie Ville.

On the commercial side there is an

increasing use of cask strength, single

vintage, single vineyard and more

experimentation, with a wider range of

casks for ageing. Collaboration between

producers is becoming more common,

partly under the aegis of the BNIA. “The

younger generation has a different

vision of the market. We work together

very well – even if we’re competing with

each other,” says Darroze. “We’re also

much more active on the vineyards,

also travelling and selling, than our

parents were.” 

Producers are also targeting new markets:

Brazil and Turkey are just two that are being

talked about, alongside those in the Far East.

And as far as pricing goes in new markets,

“There is no reason people should pay 30-40%

more for Cognac than Armagnac,” says

Dusautoir of Janneau. “The focus is on emerging

[new] markets. When we arrive, we should

position Armagnac at the same price as Cognac.

In the [established] markets you can talk about

it and tell people it is better value for money.” 

This has already been Pernod Ricard’s

strategy in China. “There is no reason why

Marquis de Montesquiou would be cheaper than

Cognac, considering product complexity and

elegance,” says Bruno Gazaniol of Pernod

Ricard. In contrast with many smaller

producers, Pernod Ricard already sells around

80% of its Armagnac outside France.

Unaged eau-de-vie, known as Blanche

d’Armagnac, is increasingly being marketed, to

be consumed neat (often chilled) and as a base

for cocktails. “Blanche is very good for

cocktails,” says Grassa of Tariquet. “Any cocktail

you can make with white alcohol, you can make

with Blanche. A mojito is good.” 

Given the small production volumes and the

artisanal nature of the methods, Blanche sells

at a premium to the other white spirits typically

used in cocktails, so it is likely to remain a

specialist interest unless production can be

stepped up significantly. Ryst-Dupeyron’s

Blanche, for instance, which sells around 8,000

bottles per year, retails at around €30 ($36) per

bottle. Without significant investment from the

larger houses Blanche is unlikely to become

quite as commercially successful as aged

Armagnac, which is looking to the future with a

degree of confidence. ■

Janneau recently presented a cask of each of the three 
previous dragon years in the Chinese calendar


